Pure user guide: How to Claim or Disclaim publications

The authors of the publications that were imported into Pure from ePrints were matched against the persons listed in Pure. The authors could have been assigned to the wrong person, and thus, Pure allows users to claim or disclaim the publications that should or should not, be associated with them.

1. **Disclaiming content.** It is possible to remove a publication from your research output list that has become associated with you. From your personal overview select research output.

   Click on the little cog icon and options appear.
   Select that the content is not yours and you would like to disclaim it.

   The library will then be notified that the publication needs to be removed from your list of research outputs and they will amend the publication for you.
2. **Claiming content.**

To claim a publication in e-prints that isn’t included in your research output, or you’ve begun to add a publication and found it flagged as a duplicate you need to go to Research output and remove the “my Content” filter.

3. A listing of all the publications in Pure can now be accessed; however you can only see the full content of those associated with yourself. Type the name of the publication you wish to be added to in the search box and click search, or use the arrow at the end of the search bar to search in specific categories.
4. Locate the content you want to claim and click on the little cog icon to the right of it. Selecting claim content will let the library know the publication needs to be added to your list of research outputs.

5. To then view only your own publications again, click on the “My Research Output” tab in the listing on the left hand menu.

This user guide is in addition to the videos and detailed help sections on Pure Support.

If you find any wrong or incomplete information in this guide do alert us so that we can update it. Please contact pure-support@lancs.ac.uk